Retiform is a grid type collage card

1. First I choose a Stamp set and two – three coordinating colors of classic ink.
2. Stamp you main images in the center of the card.
3. Then mask off, using post-it™ notes along both sides of the stamped image from top to bottom.
4. With your sponge dauber and color #1 sponge the edges of the post-it™ from top to bottom.
5. Place your post-it™ just on the line of the sponged image, covering what you just sponged and sponge from top to bottom with ink color #2.
Cont...
6. Place your post-it™ notes along the top of the images from side to side and again at the bottom.
7. Sponge along edges with ink color #3.
8. You will then mask of each grid and stamp random images in each grid.
9. I added color to the center image and dimension to keep the main focus on the center image.
10. You can create your sample on the back of this page for future reference.